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Abstract  16 
An oxidation flow reactor (OFR) is a vessel inside which the concentration of a chosen oxidant can be 17 
increased for the purpose of studying SOA formation and aging by that oxidant. During the BEACHON-18 
RoMBAS field campaign, ambient pine forest air was oxidized by OH radicals in an OFR to measure the 19 
amount of SOA that could be formed from the real mix of ambient SOA-precursor gases, and how that 20 
amount changed with time as precursors changed. High OH concentrations and short residence times 21 
allowed for semi-continuous cycling through a large range of OH exposures ranging from hours to weeks 22 
of equivalent (eq.) atmospheric aging. A simple model is derived and used to account for the relative 23 
time scales of condensation of low volatility organic compounds (LVOCs) onto particles, condensational 24 
loss to the walls, and further reaction to produce volatile, non-condensing fragmentation products. 25 
More SOA production was observed in the OFR at nighttime (average 3 µg m-3 when LVOC fate 26 
corrected) compared to daytime (average 0.9 µg m-3 when LVOC fate corrected), with maximum 27 
formation observed at 0.4–1.5 eq. days of photochemical aging. SOA formation followed a similar 28 
diurnal pattern to monoterpenes, sesquiterpenes, and toluene+p-cymene concentrations, including a 29 
substantial increase just after sunrise at 7 AM local time. Higher photochemical aging (>10 eq. days) led 30 
to a decrease in new SOA formation and a loss of preexisting OA due to heterogeneous oxidation 31 
followed by fragmentation and volatilization. When comparing two different commonly used methods 32 
of OH production in OFRs (OFR185 and OFR254-70), similar amounts of SOA formation were observed. 33 
We recommend the OFR185 mode for future forest studies. Concurrent gas-phase measurements of air 34 
after OH oxidation illustrate the decay of primary VOCs, production of small oxidized organic 35 
compounds, and net production at lower ages followed by net consumption of terpenoid oxidation 36 
products as photochemical age increased. New particle formation was observed in the reactor after 37 
oxidation, especially during times when precursor gas concentrations and SOA formation were largest. 38 
Approximately 4.4 times more SOA was formed in the reactor from OH oxidation than could be 39 
explained by the VOCs measured in ambient air. To our knowledge this is the first time that this has 40 
been shown when comparing VOCs and SOA formation measured at the same time, rather than 41 
comparing measurements made at different times. Several recently-developed instruments quantified 42 
ambient semi- and intermediate-volatility organic compounds (S/IVOCs) that were not detected by a 43 
PTR-TOF-MS. An SOA yield of 18-58% from those compounds can explain the observed SOA formation. 44 
This work suggests that these typically unmeasured gases play a substantial role in ambient SOA 45 
formation. Our results allow ruling out condensation sticking coefficients much lower than 1. These 46 
measurements help clarify the magnitude of potential SOA formation from OH oxidation in forested 47 
environments, and demonstrate methods for interpretation of ambient OFR measurements.  48 
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1 Introduction 49 

Atmospheric aerosols play a complex and important role in air pollution, human health, and global 50 

climate. Exposure to fine particles has adverse effects on cardiopulmonary health (Pope and Dockery, 51 

2006). Aerosols affect climate forcing by directly scattering or absorbing incoming solar radiation. They 52 

also act as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN), affecting the reflectivity, lifetime, and precipitation of 53 

clouds (IPCC, 2013). Among all radiative forcings, the estimates for aerosols represent the largest 54 

uncertainty (Myhre et al., 2013).  55 

Organic aerosols (OA) make up a substantial fraction of submicron aerosols (Murphy et al., 2006; Zhang 56 

et al., 2007; Jimenez et al., 2009). OA is composed of thousands of different molecules, of which only a 57 

small fraction has been speciated (Goldstein and Galbally, 2007). OA can be emitted directly in the 58 

particle phase as primary OA (POA), or it can be formed as secondary OA (SOA) through gas-to-particle 59 

conversion. During gas-phase SOA formation, an oxidant (mainly OH, O3, or NO3) reacts with organic 60 

gases to produce either less-volatile functionalized products (e.g., reacting to add a hydroxyl group) or 61 

more-volatile fragmented products (e.g., breaking C-C bonds to produce smaller molecules).  If the 62 

reaction products have sufficiently lower volatility, they can then partition into the particle phase to 63 

form SOA (Pankow, 1994; Donahue et al., 2006). In addition to gas-phase oxidation pathways, SOA 64 

formation can result from aqueous chemistry within aerosol water or in cloud droplets (e.g., Lim et al., 65 

2010; Ervens et al., 2011; Ervens, 2015) or heterogeneous uptake reactions (e.g., Surratt et al., 2010). 66 

Oxidative aging of gases and particles continues until deposition occurs (or CO2 is produced). The 67 

complexity of OA chemistry arises from this intricate mix of multiphase-multigenerational reaction 68 

pathways and physicochemical processes involving thousands of molecules.   69 

Much progress has been made in the past decade towards identifying and quantifying the sources, 70 

formation, and aging mechanisms of SOA. Aerosol models using traditional (pre-2007) aerosol yields for 71 

volatile organic compounds (VOCs) from chamber studies generally underpredict SOA mass by a factor 72 

of 10 in urban areas (Volkamer et al., 2006; Hodzic et al., 2010; Hayes et al., 2015). More recent models 73 

are able to better predict SOA mass in urban areas by using higher VOC yields and adding previously 74 

ignored semivolatile and intermediate volatility organic compounds (S/IVOCs; Hodzic et al., 2010; Hayes 75 

et al., 2015). Model comparisons for biogenically-dominated areas have not shown such systematic 76 

underpredictions even when using older models (e.g., Tunved et al., 2006; Chen et al., 2009; Hodzic et 77 

al., 2009; Slowik et al., 2010). Recent measurements of the oxidation of biomass burning emissions, 78 
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vehicle exhaust, and urban air have also found S/IVOCs to be important contributors to SOA formation 79 

(Grieshop et al., 2009; Miracolo et al., 2010; Zhao et al., 2014), building on the ideas of Robinson, et al. 80 

(2007). However, model parameterizations of SOA formation from S/IVOCs are based on large 81 

extrapolations and are still uncertain. The recent AeroCom intercomparison of 31 global OA models 82 

showed large variability between models and low temporal correlations between models and 83 

measurements (Tsigaridis et al., 2014). Their work suggests that current model parameterizations of 84 

SOA formation, transport, and removal processes are inadequate. 85 

SOA formation has traditionally been studied in large environmental “smog” chambers. These chamber 86 

experiments have provided the SOA yields for models, but recent evidence shows that chamber 87 

experiments are affected by large losses of semivolatile gases to chamber walls (Matsunaga and 88 

Ziemann, 2010; Zhang et al., 2014; Krechmer et al., 2015) in addition to well-known particle wall losses 89 

(Pierce et al., 2008). This is especially true at long (>1 day) residence times, making it difficult to study 90 

SOA formation and aging on longer time scales. Also, while chamber experiments have been performed 91 

using emissions from mesocosm (e.g., whole tree) systems in the laboratory (e.g., Wyche et al., 2014), it 92 

is difficult to perform field experiments with ambient air in chambers (Tanaka et al., 2003). To explore 93 

the sources of SOA on a rapid time scale and with a wide range of oxidant exposures, a variety of 94 

oxidation flow reactors (OFR) have been developed (Kang et al., 2007; George et al., 2008; Smith et al., 95 

2009; Keller and Burtscher, 2012). OFRs employ higher oxidant concentrations than chambers while 96 

having a short residence time with reduced wall contact. This allows hours to months of equivalent (eq.) 97 

atmospheric aging, and the same experimental system can be used in both laboratory and field 98 

experiments.  99 

Previous experiments have shown SOA yields from various precursor gases oxidized in an OFR to be 100 

similar to yields from large environmental chambers (Kang et al., 2007, 2011; Lambe et al., 2011b, 2015). 101 

OFRs have also been used to investigate SOA formation from pollution source emissions containing 102 

complex mixtures of precursors such as controlled biomass burning (Ortega et al., 2013; Bruns et al., 103 

2015) and vehicular emissions in a tunnel (Tkacik et al., 2014). Ortega et al. (2015) pioneered the use of 104 

an OFR to study SOA formation from ambient air in an urban study in the Los Angeles area. Bruns et al. 105 

(2015) found that for a wood combustion system, the amount of SOA formed in an OFR compared to a 106 

large chamber agreed reasonably well. Tkacik et al. (2014) and Ortega et al. (2013) showed substantially 107 

more SOA formation than could be explained from speciated VOCs. Despite relying on SOA yields 108 

measured in large chambers, which can be affected by the aforementioned wall losses of semivolatile 109 
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gases, these results suggest that S/IVOCs contribute to SOA formation in biomass burning plumes and 110 

vehicle exhaust.  111 

In this study, we used an OFR to expose ambient air to variable levels of OH in a ponderosa pine forest 112 

during the BEACHON-RoMBAS campaign. We extensively characterized both the gas and particle phase 113 

to investigate the formation and aging of SOA. Changes in aerosol formation with gas precursor 114 

concentrations, time of day, and OH exposure were explored. The fate of condensable organic gases in 115 

the OFR was modeled. This model was used to estimate how much SOA formation was missed in the 116 

OFR due to gas-phase wall losses, excessive OH reaction that led to gas-phase fragmentation prior to 117 

condensation, and inadequate time/particle surface area for condensation. The SOA mass produced via 118 

oxidation was compared to the amount of SOA predicted based on literature yields of measured VOCs. 119 

The role of S/IVOCs in SOA formation in a forest was also explored. These results are discussed in the 120 

context of improving our knowledge of SOA sources and formation processes in a biogenic-dominated 121 

environment. 122 

2 Experimental Methods 123 

2.1 BEACHON-RoMBAS Campaign 124 

The BEACHON-RoMBAS field campaign (Bio-hydro-atmosphere interactions of Energy, Aerosols, Carbon, 125 

H2O, Organics & Nitrogen – Rocky Mountain Biogenic Aerosol Study; http://cires.colorado.edu/jimenez-126 

group/wiki/index.php/BEACHON-RoMBAS) took place at the Manitou Experimental Forest Observatory 127 

near Woodland Park, Colorado, in July–August 2011 (39.10° N, 105.10° W; 2370 m elevation). It was a 128 

collaboration of 27 institutions from the United States and Europe, focused on understanding primary 129 

and secondary biogenic aerosol emissions, formation and processing. An overview of atmospheric 130 

chemistry research at the Manitou Experimental Forest Observatory, including the BEACHON-RoMBAS 131 

campaign, has been previously published (Ortega et al., 2014). 132 

 The sampling site was located in a ponderosa pine forest in a mountain valley. VOC 133 

concentrations were characterized by high 2-methyl-3-buten-2-ol (MBO) during the daytime and 134 

monoterpenes (MT) during the nighttime. VOCs at this site have been described in detail for previous 135 

campaigns during July–September 2008 (Kim et al., 2010) and August–September 2010 (Kaser et al., 136 

2013a, 2013b), while Fry et al. (2013) discussed diurnal cycles of select biogenic and anthropogenic 137 

VOCs during this campaign. The diurnal cycle of the concentration of MBO+isoprene (detected as the 138 

http://cires.colorado.edu/jimenez-group/wiki/index.php/BEACHON-RoMBAS
http://cires.colorado.edu/jimenez-group/wiki/index.php/BEACHON-RoMBAS
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same product ion in the proton transfer reaction time-of-flight mass spectrometer; PTR-TOF-MS) 139 

measured at an above-canopy 25 m inlet ranged from about 1.5 ppb during the day to 0.3 ppb at night, 140 

while MT concentrations were on average 0.1 ppb during the day and 0.5 ppb at night. The relative ratio 141 

of isoprene/(MBO + isoprene) at this field site was estimated using a combination of GC-MS, PTR-TOF-142 

MS, and whole air sample measurements during summer 2010 (Kaser et al., 2013a) and using NO+ 143 

ionization mass spectrometry during the BEACHON-RoMBAS campaign (Karl et al., 2012) to be 144 

approximately 20%. Isoprene concentrations are calculated in this study using that approximation, 145 

which gives values typically <300 ppt. While largely dominated by biogenic emissions, the site receives 146 

some airflow from the front range urban areas (Denver metropolitan area and Colorado Springs) on 147 

most days, as evidenced by moderate increases in NOx, CO, and anthropogenic VOCs during late 148 

afternoon and into the evening (Fry et al., 2013; Ortega et al., 2014; Chan et al., 2016). 149 

2.2 Oxidation flow reactor 150 

The Potential Aerosol Mass (PAM) oxidation flow reactor (hereafter flow reactor or OFR) is a cylindrical 151 

tube 45.7 cm long and 19.7 cm ID with a volume of approximately 13 liters, previously described 152 

elsewhere (Kang et al., 2007, 2011; Lambe et al., 2011a; Ortega et al., 2013, 2015). Ambient air was 153 

sampled through the reactor with a residence time of 2–4 min (3.5–6.5 lpm total flow rate), achieving 154 

oxidant exposures of hours to months of eq. atmospheric aging. The 14 cm diameter inlet plate was 155 

removed from the intake end of the OFR to reduce possible losses of semivolatile SOA precursors to the 156 

inlet plate inferred in a previous study (Ortega et al., 2013) and to reduce the width of the residence 157 

time distribution in the reactor (Ortega et al., 2015). Air was sampled into the reactor through this 14 158 

cm diameter opening, which was covered with a coarse-grid mesh screen to reduce turbulence in the 159 

reactor and prevent insects and debris from entering the reactor. The mesh was coated with an inert 160 

silicon coating (Sulfinert by SilcoTek, Bellefonte, PA) to minimize gas and particle losses. OH radicals in 161 

the OFR were produced inside the reactor through one of two methods: OH production from photolysis 162 

of ambient H2O, O2, and concurrently produced O3 using 185 and 254 nm light (referred to as the 163 

OFR185 method), or OH production from photolysis of injected (externally produced) O3 using 254 nm 164 

light (referred to as the OFR254 method; Peng et al., 2015a). O3 and NO3 oxidation were also 165 

investigated and will be the subject of a future manuscript. 166 
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For both methods, UV light was produced using two low-pressure mercury lamps (BHK, Inc., model no. 167 

82-9304-03) mounted inside and on the upper part of the flow reactor. The lamps have discrete 168 

emission wavelengths of 185 and 254 nm. The following reactions produce the OH radicals:  169 

H2O + hν(185 nm)  OH + H         (R1) 170 

O2 + hν(185 nm)  2 O(3P)         (R2) 171 

O2 + O(3P)  O3           (R3) 172 

O3 + hν(254 nm)  O2 + O(1D)         (R4) 173 

O(1D) + H2O  2 OH          (R5) 174 

In the OFR185 method, OH was produced by H2O photolysis (R1) and also by O3 photolysis (R4-5), as O3 175 

was formed in the reactor from O2 photolysis (R2-3). In the OFR254 method, the mercury lamps were 176 

mounted inside Teflon-coated quartz sheaths, which blocked transmission of 185 nm light into the OFR, 177 

and only (R4-5) produced OH by photolysis of injected O3. Following the terminology introduced by Peng 178 

et al. (2015a), the method used in this work can be referred to as OFR254-70, signifying that typically 70 179 

ppm of O3 was injected when using the OFR254 method. Note that both wavelengths (185 and 254 nm) 180 

may initiate chemistry not normally occurring in the troposphere, and O(3P) and O(1D) are also present 181 

in the reactor at elevated concentrations. However, under the OFR conditions of our study neither of 182 

those non-OH reactants is a competitive reaction pathway (Peng et al., 2015b). O3 oxidation, on the 183 

other hand, can be competitive in the OH oxidation experiments under certain conditions. According to 184 

Fig. 5 of Peng et al. (2015b), O3 in the OFR185 method during this study likely contributed only a minor 185 

(< 20%) role in the oxidation of a few biogenic VOCs with the largest 𝑘𝑂3
/𝑘𝑂𝐻 ratios (e.g., β-186 

caryophyllene, α-terpinene, α-humulene), and only at the lowest OH exposures (OHexp) equivalent to 187 

several hours of aging. With the OFR254-70 method though, the ratio of O3 exposure to OHexp was as 188 

high as 106 for the lowest OHexp in this study. Under these conditions, O3 may have played a substantial 189 

role in the initial oxidation of a larger number of species of biogenic VOCs (e.g., reacting with ~100% of 190 

β-caryophyllene and α-terpinene, ~60% of α-pinene and limonene, ~20% of 3-carene and β-pinene, 10% 191 

of isoprene). Still, the relative importance of O3 vs. OH oxidation in the OFR was over an order-of-192 

magnitude lower than under typical daily-average atmospheric conditions (Peng et al., 2015b). 193 

The OH exposure was stepped over a range of exposures by adjusting the mercury lamp intensities using 194 

programmable computer controls. A key parameter for interpreting the flow reactor aging was the total 195 

oxidant exposure, or oxidant concentration integrated over time, experienced by the sampled air. OHexp 196 

for the OFR185 method was estimated in part based on a model-derived equation, which uses 197 
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measurements of ambient water vapor concentration, O3 produced in the reactor, and estimated 198 

external OH reactivity (OHRext) as equation parameters (Li et al., 2015). OHRext is the OH reactivity from 199 

ambient gases such as VOCs, CO, SO2, and is accounted for separately from the “internal OH reactivity 200 

(OHRint)” from species such as HOx/H2O2/O3 that are greatly enhanced by this reactor. For this study, 201 

OHexp was calculated using an estimated OHRext = 10 s-1, based on measurements at the same field site 202 

and season during previous campaigns (Kim et al., 2013; Nakashima et al., 2014). To provide the best 203 

estimate of OHexp for this study, the output OHexp from the model was divided by a factor of two (which 204 

is within the estimated model uncertainty of a factor of three) in order to bring it into better agreement 205 

with VOC decay rates measured during this campaign (Sect. 3.2). OHexp for the OFR254-70 method was 206 

calculated from a different model-derived equation, using OHRext and a measurement of the amount of 207 

O3 consumed as equation parameters (Peng et al., 2015a), and was also divided by a factor of two. For 208 

both methods, OHexp was converted to eq. days of atmospheric aging by dividing by a 24-h-average 209 

atmospheric concentration of 1.5  106 molec cm-3 OH (Mao et al., 2009). All usage of hours/days of 210 

aging in this work refers to eq. ages calculated in this manner. 211 

Oxidant exposure is not the only factor that determines aerosol chemistry. NOx concentrations have 212 

been shown to affect oxidation products and aerosol yields in chamber studies, especially due to the 213 

competition of NO and HO2/RO2 to react with the RO2 radicals formed during oxidation (e.g., Ng et al., 214 

2007; Lim and Ziemann, 2009). In all OH oxidation experiments in the reactor, ambient NOx was rapidly 215 

oxidized to HNO3 in as little as a couple of seconds at the highest OH concentrations, while photolysis of 216 

HNO3 back to NOx was too slow to compete with oxidation (Li et al., 2015). Thus, the OH flow reactor 217 

experiments were assumed to occur under RO2+HO2 conditions. 218 

2.3 Sampling Strategy and Measurements 219 

An important advantage of the OFR technique is that the oxidant concentration inside the reactor can 220 

be rapidly and consistently controlled to achieve any desired amount of oxidation from hours up to 221 

many weeks of eq. atmospheric age. Stepping through a repeating cycle of several oxidant 222 

concentrations from no added OH to several weeks of eq. aging allowed continuous investigation of SOA 223 

formation as a function of this age. The time needed to complete one cycle was kept as short as possible 224 

(~2 h), limited by the number of steps and reactor residence time). This allows the potential of SOA 225 

formation from OH oxidation to be studied over the whole range of exposures as functions of time of 226 

day and the concentration of precursors that change on that time scale. 227 
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In typical OFR185 and OFR254-70 exposure cycles during BEACHON-RoMBAS, the UV lamps inside the 228 

reactor were stepped through six 20-min-long settings of varying lamp intensities for a combined cycle 229 

length of 2 h, from both lamps off to both lamps at full intensity. Oxidant and product concentrations in 230 

the reactor were allowed 15 min (~4–7 reactor residence times) to reach a steady state at each light 231 

setting (mainly to allow the OFR to flush, as the lamp UV intensity stabilizes within seconds) before 232 

being sampled for the last 5 min of each cycle. Immediately after this 5 min sampling period, the lamp 233 

intensity was changed to prepare for the next oxidant concentration in the cycle. During the 15 min in 234 

which the OFR was not being sampled, ambient aerosols were sampled directly, through a 235 

thermodenuder (Huffman et al., 2008), and directly again, for 5 min each. In this method, all 236 

perturbation measurements (OFR or thermodenuder) are bracketed by unperturbed ambient 237 

measurements. The ambient AMS sampling has also been described in Fry et al. (2013). 238 

Ambient aerosols and those after oxidation in the OFR were measured using a TSI 3936 Scanning 239 

Mobility Particle Sizer (SMPS) and an Aerodyne High-Resolution Time-of-Flight Aerosol Mass 240 

Spectrometer (HR-ToF-AMS, hereafter AMS; DeCarlo et al., 2006). A system of automated valves 241 

(Aerodyne AutoValve), controlled by a custom automation program written in Labview (National 242 

Instruments, Inc.), was used to multiplex the AMS and SMPS to alternate between measuring ambient 243 

air and air oxidized in the OFR (or heated by the thermodenuder). The flow rate through the OFR and all 244 

sampling lines was kept constant at all times by using make-up flows when not sampling from each of 245 

the inlet lines or reactors. The same custom software was used to control and schedule the UV lamp 246 

cycling as well as record relative humidity (RH), temperature and output O3 concentrations in the OFR.  247 

Sampled air was dried to <30% relative humidity upstream of the SMPS and AMS using a Nafion 248 

membrane drier (Perma Pure, LLC; MD-110-24S-4). For OHexp calculations in the OFR, O3 was measured 249 

using a 2B Technologies Model 205 Monitor and ambient water vapor was measured using a Vaisala 250 

HM70 probe. A schematic of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. The SMPS consisted of a TSI 3080 251 

Electrostatic Classifier, a 3081 long Differential Mobility Analyzer (DMA) column, and a 3010 252 

Condensation Particle Counter (CPC). It was operated with sheath and aerosol flow rates of 3.0 and 0.3 253 

lpm, respectively, with a TSI Kr-85 neutralizer and no impactor. The SMPS sampled the range of 14–626 254 

nm mobility diameters, with one 4 min scan every five minutes, and synchronized with OFR and AMS 255 

sampling.  256 

The AMS data used in this analysis was recorded as 2.5 min average mass spectra in “V-mode”. 257 

Instrument sensitivity was calibrated every 3 days with 400 nm monodisperse, dried, ammonium nitrate 258 
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particles. The gas-phase N2 signal, commonly referred to as the airbeam, was used to track changes in 259 

sensitivity between calibrations. The flow rate of air into the AMS was calibrated in the field before 260 

measurements began. A fluorocarbon standard was leaked into the ionization chamber in order to 261 

provide high m/z background peaks for improved m/z calibration up to approximately m/z 300 (DeCarlo 262 

et al., 2006). Corrections were applied to account for gas-phase CO2 interference and water 263 

fragmentation patterns using daily aerosol-free background filters and continuous ambient CO2 264 

measurements. AMS and SMPS concentrations and SMPS size distributions were corrected to account 265 

for diffusion losses to the walls of the inlet sampling lines, described in Sect. S1. AMS data was 266 

processed using a collection efficiency (CE) of 1, detailed in Sect. S2 and based on a comparison of the 267 

AMS and SMPS measurements of ambient aerosol volume (Fig. S2), OFR-oxidized aerosol volume and 268 

change in volume (Fig. S3), and total volume enhancement as a function of photochemical age (Fig. S4). 269 

AMS concentrations were also corrected for losses of small particles through the aerodynamic lens and 270 

to the OFR walls. Details for these corrections can be found in the Sect. S3. AMS data is reported at 293 271 

K and 0.76 atm (typical ambient values at this research site). The time series, diurnal cycles, and average 272 

size distributions of ambient OA, sulfate (SO4), nitrate (NO3), and ammonium (NH4) aerosol mass 273 

concentrations have been previously published (Ortega et al., 2014). 274 

While both OH generation methods detailed above were used during the campaign, the analysis in this 275 

paper will mainly focus on the OFR185 mode for several reasons. The analysis of SOA mass formed vs. 276 

predicted in Sect. 3.6 was done using the age range that produced the maximum SOA formation (0.4–1.5 277 

eq. days). However, determination of ages below approximately 1 eq. day using the OFR254-70 method 278 

was limited by the ability to accurately measure the amount of injected O3 that was consumed in the 279 

reactor. The variability of the measurement of the initial concentration of O3 inside the reactor was 280 

approximately ±2 ppm (when reaching a total of about 70 ppm of O3) due to variations in the mixing of 281 

injected O3 with ambient air sampled into the OFR, especially when sampling in windy conditions. The 282 

model used to estimate eq. age for the OFR254-70 method estimated that 2 ppm of photolyzed O3 283 

produced an age of 0.5 eq. days, so that was the effective lower limit of detection of age with the 284 

OFR254-70 method under the experimental conditions used during this campaign. Measuring the decay 285 

of a compound that reacts relatively quickly with OH but does not react with O3 could allow for better 286 

OHexp quantification at low ages for OFR254-70. Also, the OFR254 method requires high concentrations 287 

of O3 (up to 70 ppm in this study) to be injected in order to reach high ages. As discussed above, O3 may 288 

play a role in the oxidation of some VOCs in the OFR254-70 method, while the role of O3 oxidation in 289 
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OFR185 is minor. This could further complicate the interpretation of the results of OH oxidation for the 290 

lower measurable ages (hours–days) when using OFR254-70. In addition, the temporal data coverage of 291 

OFR185 oxidation (23 July–4 August, 9–14 and 24–26 August) was much greater than OFR254-70 (17–20 292 

and 28-30 August). This short time period of OFR254-70 measurements combined with the difficulty of 293 

sampling at short eq. ages with this particular experimental setup meant that there were few OFR254-294 

70 measurements relative to OFR185 measurements for the analysis in Sect. 3.6. Also, there were no 295 

concurrent measurements of S/IVOC concentrations and SOA formation using OFR254-70 available for 296 

the analysis in Sect. 3.6.2. If these analyses would have been performed on a combined dataset using 297 

both OH production methods, the results would be driven almost completely by OFR185 measurements. 298 

For these reasons, the analyses were performed and conclusions reached using only OFR185 299 

measurements. Regardless, we document below that both OH oxidation methods gave consistent 300 

results for SOA production over the range of overlapping ages (~1-30 eq. days) used during this 301 

campaign (Sect. 3.4). The time series of OFR185 and OFR254-70 OA measurements are shown compared 302 

to ambient OA, MT, and S/IVOCs in Fig. S7.  303 

This work focuses on the changes in OA mass due to SOA formation and OA aging as a result of exposure 304 

of ambient air to OH. OA enhancement is defined here as the difference between OA mass measured by 305 

the AMS after oxidation in the OFR and the average of the two ambient OA concentrations measured 306 

just before and after the oxidation data point. If SOA was produced in the reactor, the OA enhancement 307 

was positive; if oxidation led to a net loss of OA mass, then the OA enhancement was negative. As 308 

discussed in the results below, SOA formation in the OFR correlated with ambient precursor gas 309 

concentrations. If the ambient concentration of those gases was close to zero, then no SOA formation 310 

was observed (e.g., Fig 8). Therefore, any SOA formation from, e.g., gases desorbing from the OFR walls, 311 

was negligible. 312 

Measurements of VOCs in ambient air and after OFR oxidation were made using a high-resolution PTR-313 

TOF-MS (Kaser et al., 2013a). This technique can separate and identify isobaric compounds with a mass 314 

resolution (m/Δm) of up to ~4000. This allowed for tracking of the depletion of primary biogenic species 315 

in the OFR as well as the production of more oxygenated products. Signals from isotopes, internal 316 

standards, and possible artifacts (e.g., saturated hydrocarbons that correlate with O3 concentration in 317 

the reactor) were removed from the analysis. When calculating predicted depletion for -pinene, -318 

pinene, 3-carene, toluene, p-cymene, methanol, and sesquiterpenes (SQT; using longifolene as a 319 

representative compound) in the following analysis, the rate constants used were: kOH = 5.3 x 10-11, 7.7 x 320 
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10-11, 8.7 x 10-11, 5.5 x 10-12, 1.5 x 10-11, 9.1 x 10-13, and 4.8 x 10-11 cm3 molec-1 s-1, respectively (Calvert et 321 

al., 2002; Atkinson and Arey, 2003; Alarcón et al., 2014). As an approximation of previous measurements 322 

at this site, MT are assumed to be an equal mix of -pinene, -pinene, and 3-carene for this analysis 323 

(Kim et al., 2010; Ortega et al., 2014). Likewise, the ratio of toluene:p-cymene used in calculations was 324 

taken from Kaser et al. (2013a) to be 74:26. Similar to the multiplexing scheme described above for 325 

particle sampling, a system of automated Teflon valves was used to alternate between measuring 326 

ambient air and air through the OFR, sampling from the OFR concurrently with the AMS+SMPS. PTR-327 

TOF-MS measurements from the OFR were performed during 1-4 and 24-25 August, 2011, while using 328 

the OFR185 method. The analysis here focuses on two consecutive sampling cycles from 00:0004:00 329 

MDT (local time) on 3 August, 2011, when the concentration of MT was relatively high (0.8 ppbv) and 330 

the concentration of MBO+isoprene was relatively low (0.1 ppbv). 331 

Ambient PTR-TOF-MS measurements are also used in this work to estimate how much SOA could form 332 

in the OFR. The continuous PTR-TOF-MS measurements during BEACHON-RoMBAS were made from an 333 

inlet at the top of a tower above the canopy at 25 m height, while the OFR was located on top of an 334 

instrument trailer within the canopy at approximately 4 m height. In-canopy gradients were accounted 335 

for by comparing the PTR-TOF-MS measurements at 25 m with measurements made through the OFR in 336 

the absence of oxidant and with measurements from a different nearby inlet at 1 m height. It was 337 

observed that the concentrations of MT, SQT, MBO+isoprene, and toluene+p-cymene were 338 

approximately 1.9, 5.9, 1.4, and 1.2 times higher in the canopy than at 25 m, respectively (discussed in 339 

Sect. S4). All analyses in this work were done using estimated in-canopy concentrations, which were 340 

inferred by applying these empirical relationships to the continuous 25 m inlet measurements. This 341 

scaling technique has been used before, producing similar results when applied to measurements during 342 

the summer 2010 BEACHON-ROCS campaign at the same field location (Kim et al., 2013; Wolfe et al., 343 

2014).  344 

Ambient SO2 concentrations were measured using a Thermo Environmental Model 43C-TLE analyzer. 345 

Data were reported as 5 min averages from 6 different heights on a tower up to 25.1 m. We used only 346 

data measured at the 5 m height, to best match the height of the OFR on top of the trailer. The SO2 347 

instrument was automatically zeroed every 6 h, using scrubbed zero grade air. It was calibrated by a 348 

standard addition of 3 sccm of a 14 ppmv SO2 in N2 standard (Scott-Marrin) into the 3 slpm sample flow. 349 
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A novel thermal desorption electron impact mass spectrometer (TD-EIMS) was used to measure ambient 350 

concentrations of ensemble S/IVOCs with volatilities in the range of effective saturation vapor 351 

concentrations (C*) of 101-107 µg/m3. This method involved cryogenic collection of organic gases, 352 

temperature-programmed desorption into ultra-high-purity (UHP) helium, and measurement with a 353 

high-resolution time-of-flight mass spectrometer (Cross et al., 2013; Hunter et al., 2016). The TD-EIMS 354 

provided a time series of the gas-phase organic mass and composition in each volatility bin. 355 

3 Results and Discussion 356 

3.1 OFR operation 357 

Under typical operation, an OFR is used to study oxidation dominated by a single oxidant, similar to 358 

typical large chamber experiments. In the case of a field application (as in this study) the sample is a 359 

complex and time-varying mixture of ambient precursors that enter the OFR. Importantly, the 360 

OH:O3:NO3 oxidant ratios produced within the OFR are generally not the same as the changing ambient 361 

ratios. Therefore SOA formation in the OFR does not, and is not meant to, reproduce in situ ambient 362 

SOA formation at each point in time. In other words, the OFR can be used as a tool to determine the 363 

amount of SOA from a single oxidant that would form upon oxidation of ambient gases (both identified 364 

and unidentified) at any time of day. 365 

Typical OFR operation of OH oxidation using the OFR185 method is illustrated in Fig. 2, by an example of 366 

the evolution of OA and SO4 aerosol mass concentrations as OH concentration was cycled through the 367 

range of eq. ages. As age increased over the first few lamp settings, OA mass increased due to 368 

production and condensation of low volatility species from the oxidation of gas-phase SOA precursors. 369 

SO4 mass remained nearly the same as in ambient air for these lower ages. The increase of SOA mass at 370 

lower ages compared to SO4 is thought to be due to the different rate constants for reaction of OH. The 371 

rates with biogenic VOCs, e.g., kOH = 5.3 x 10-11 cm3 molec-1 s-1 for α-pinene (Atkinson and Arey, 2003), 372 

are generally much faster than the reaction of OH with SO2, where kOH = 9.4910-13  cm3 molec-1 s-1 373 

(Sander et al., 2011). As the eq. age continued to increase, OA mass enhancement decreased, eventually 374 

resulting in net OA loss. These high ages led to a lack of formation of SOA as well as heterogeneous 375 

oxidation of the preexisting OA, leading to fragmentation and evaporation (Ortega et al., 2015). The 376 

amount of SO4 aerosol production increased with eq. age, and plateaued with no further production at 377 

ages above ~10 days. This behavior is consistent with theory, since SO2 has a lifetime of ~8 days with 378 
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respect to oxidation by OH (Sander et al., 2011). Also, as expected, SO4 aerosol (and H2SO4 gas) was not 379 

consumed by excess OHexp in the same way as OA (and SOA precursor gases).  380 

3.2 VOC enhancement/depletion vs eq. age 381 

VOCs were measured before (in ambient air) and after OH oxidation in the OFR using a PTR-TOF-MS. 382 

This showed which VOCs were being depleted, potentially to form SOA, as well as which products were 383 

being formed. Also, the decay of VOCs after oxidation provided a direct measurement for validation of 384 

the model-derived age estimates. A number of likely compounds have been identified based on 385 

measurements from previous campaigns at the Manitou Experimental Forest Observatory site (Kim et 386 

al., 2010; Kaser et al., 2013b), as listed in Table 1.  387 

For an overview of PTR-TOF-MS measurements, the difference mass spectrum and mass defect (exact 388 

mass minus nominal mass) plots for 4 eq. hours of aging during nighttime are shown in Fig. 3. The 389 

greatest absolute magnitude of depletion in oxidized air compared to ambient nighttime air was 390 

observed for MT. Depletion was also observed for toluene+p-cymene, MBO+isoprene, SQT, 391 

pinonaldehyde+caronaldehyde, and camphor+α-pinene oxide. Notably, formation of nopinone was 392 

observed after 4 eq. hours of aging. OH oxidation also led to substantial production of several relatively 393 

small oxidation product molecules, including formaldehyde, acetaldehyde, formic acid, acetone, and 394 

acetic acid, which have been commonly observed in similar photooxidation experiments (e.g., Lee et al., 395 

2006; Ortega et al., 2013). Many other unidentified molecules were observed to be produced in smaller 396 

concentrations as a result of OH oxidation in the flow reactor. A similar plot is shown for higher eq. age 397 

(7 days) in Fig. S9, for comparison to Fig. 3. At such a high age, species such as MT, SQT, and toluene+p-398 

cymene were completely depleted, while many small oxidation products increased as much as 5-fold. 399 

In general for all degrees of oxidation, molecules with higher positive mass defects (corresponding to 400 

more chemically reduced species such as hydrocarbons) were depleted. Conversely, molecules with 401 

lower mass defect (more oxygenated compounds) were formed. This trend is consistent with what 402 

would be expected from gas-phase or heterogeneous OH oxidation chemistry. Also, Fig. 3 shows that 403 

monoterpenes constituted the majority of VOCs measured by the PTR-TOF-MS that were depleted after 404 

oxidation, while other compounds associated with terpenoid emissions and/or oxidation products were 405 

consumed or produced in smaller concentrations.  406 
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The relative changes of each of the compounds discussed above are shown as a function of OHexp in Fig. 407 

4. As previously discussed, nopinone is an example of a compound that increased in concentration at 4 408 

hours eq. age, indicating that it was an oxidation product in the OFR. This signal showed net formation 409 

at low ages (earlier than the peak of maximum SOA formation in the OFR) and eventually decreased to 410 

net loss at high exposures, as expected due to its reactivity with OH. Fig. 4 also shows the net decay of 411 

several other terpene-related species and the formation of smaller, more volatile oxidation products as 412 

OHexp increased. While the MBO+isoprene signal showed a substantial increase with increasing age, this 413 

is likely due to production of an isomeric interference, e.g., a fragment of an oxidation product.  414 

An assessment of the reasonableness of the model-derived OHexp (including the factor of two decrease 415 

discussed in Sect. 2.2) can be made by comparing the measured depletion of gases vs. expected 416 

depletion using published reaction rates with OH. This comparison is shown for an average speciated MT 417 

mixture, toluene+p-cymene, and methanol in Fig. 4. The MT and methanol signals decay slower than 418 

predicted, while the toluene+p-cymene signal decays slightly faster. These results are consistent with 419 

the previous evaluation of the model-predicted OHexp for laboratory and field studies (Li et al., 2015). 420 

Determination of OHexp in the OFR is limited by many factors, including model uncertainties (Peng et al., 421 

2015a), the true non-plug-flow residence time distribution in the OFR,  the difficulty of measuring a 422 

difference of signals using the PTR-TOF-MS in a perturbed environment, the possibility of competing 423 

production of the measured compounds (e.g., methanol), interferences and/or false identification of 424 

measured signal (e.g., fragments or different species with the same elemental composition interfering 425 

with the measured ions), and uncertainty in the relative composition of the MT and toluene+p-cymene 426 

mixtures.  Despite these uncertainties, the PTR-TOF-MS is clearly measuring formation and decay of 427 

compounds that react with OH on the time scale of several hours of photochemical age. This is strong 428 

evidence that the OFR can be used to study a wide range of atmospherically-relevant time scales. 429 

3.3 Fate of condensable gases in an OFR  430 

3.3.1 Modeled Low-volatility organic compound (LVOC) Fate 431 

In order to properly interpret SOA formation as a function of age in an OFR, the time scales of various 432 

competing processes need to be carefully considered in the context of the relative importance of those 433 

processes in the OFR vs the atmosphere. When organic gases are oxidized in the OFR, they can form 434 

LVOCs, a term used here to describe organic gases with volatilities that are low enough to (effectively) 435 

irreversibly condense onto particles or surfaces. In the atmosphere, the dominant fate of these LVOCs is 436 
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to condense onto aerosols (lifetime of ~minutes), as dry and wet deposition of even fast-depositing 437 

species are generally slower sinks (lifetime of ~hours; Farmer and Cohen, 2008; Knote et al., 2015; 438 

Nguyen et al., 2015). However, due to the different time scales, the LVOCs formed in the OFR can have 439 

other fates besides condensation onto aerosols. These include condensational loss to the walls of the 440 

OFR, further reaction with OH to produce either condensable or non-condensable gas-phase products, 441 

or exiting the reactor in the gas-phase (where they will almost entirely condense on the sampling tube 442 

walls, due to the large surface-area-to-volume ratio). If the LVOCs condense onto aerosols, then they are 443 

measured by the AMS+SMPS. However, if they are subject to one of the other three fates, then the AMS 444 

+ SMPS measurements would underestimate the amount of SOA that would form in the atmosphere at 445 

the same level of OH exposure. Similar to loss of gases to large Teflon chamber walls (e.g., Matsunaga 446 

and Ziemann, 2010), these other three fates are experimental limitations of the OFR technique that 447 

need to be corrected in order to relate OFR measurements to real atmospheric SOA formation 448 

processes. As mentioned above, this correction takes into account that dry deposition of such LVOCs is 449 

not competitive with condensation onto particles in the atmosphere (Knote et al., 2015; Nguyen et al., 450 

2015). Note that this section pertains to gas-phase losses, while a correction for particle losses to the 451 

OFR walls was also included as described in Sect. S3. The need for an LVOC correction to OFR 452 

measurements has been suggested before (Lambe et al., 2011a, 2015), but to our knowledge this work 453 

is the first attempt to apply one. 454 

In this analysis, we calculate approximate lifetimes of LVOCs for condensation onto aerosols (τaer), loss to 455 

the walls of the OFR (τwall), and reaction with OH (τOH) as a function of OHexp. Some semivolatile species 456 

(SVOC) will likely also be produced. However, we focus on irreversibly condensing LVOCs, both for 457 

simplicity and based on the observation that most of the OA has low volatility at this site, according to 458 

thermal denuder measurements (Hunter et al., 2016), and consistent with measurements at other 459 

locations (Cappa and Jimenez, 2010; Lopez-Hilfiker et al., 2016). If the low volatility of OA is a result of 460 

condensation of SVOC followed by fast particle-phase reactions to produce low-volatility species, then 461 

the distinction between LVOC and SVOC would be irrelevant for this analysis. The lifetimes of LVOCs 462 

against different processes are estimated as follows: 463 

- τaer: Following Pirjola et al. (1999), the lifetime for LVOC condensation onto aerosols was calculated as  464 

𝜏𝑎𝑒𝑟  =
1

4𝜋∙𝐶𝑆∙𝐷
               (1) 465 
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with a diffusion coefficient D = 7 x 10-6 m2 s-1 representative of an oxidized organic molecule with a 466 

molecular weight of approximately 200 g mol-1 at the field site ambient pressure (Tang et al., 2015). CS is 467 

the “condensational sink”  468 

𝐶𝑆 = ∫ 𝑟𝛽(𝑟)𝑁(𝑟)𝑑𝑟
∞

0
              (2) 469 

which is the integral of the first moment of the particle size distribution, where r is the wet particle 470 

radius, N(r) is the particle number size distribution, and 471 

𝛽(𝑟) =
𝐾𝑛+1

0.377𝐾𝑛+1+
4

3
𝛼−1𝐾𝑛2+

4

3
𝛼−1𝐾𝑛

             (3) 472 

is the Fuchs-Sutugin correction for gas diffusion to a particle surface in the transition regime, calculated 473 

using the sticking coefficient α of the condensing species (Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006). CS was calculated 474 

using the average of the size distributions of ambient air entering the OFR and of air exiting the OFR 475 

after oxidation, as a best approximation of the actual CS experienced by LVOCs in the OFR. Since LVOC 476 

condensation in the OFR took place under ambient RH, the dried SMPS particle size distribution 477 

measurement was corrected to account for the increase in CS from hygroscopic particle growth as a 478 

function of RH. For each data point, a growth factor (gf) was calculated from the equation 479 

𝜅 =  ∑ 𝜀𝑖𝜅𝑖 = (𝑔𝑓3 − 1)(1 − 𝑎𝑤)𝑎𝑤
−1        (4) 480 

from Petters and Kreidenweis (2007) and Nguyen et al. (2015), where εi is the volume fraction of aerosol 481 

species i, κi is the hygroscopicity parameter of aerosol species i, κ is the hygroscopicity parameter of the 482 

total aerosol, and aw is water activity. We approximate aw as being equal to RH, between 0 and 1. Total κ 483 

was estimated using κOA = 0.13 as previously reported for this site and campaign (Levin et al., 2014) and 484 

κinorganic = 0.6, using the volume mixing rule (Petters and Kreidenweis, 2007). The volume fractions were 485 

calculated from AMS measurements in ambient air or after OFR oxidation, using estimated component 486 

densities (Salcedo et al., 2006; Kuwata et al., 2012). The gf ranged between 1 and 2.3 with an average of 487 

1.2. It was applied to the dry SMPS particle diameter before calculating CS. The correction (r) is a 488 

function of the Knudsen number  489 

𝐾𝑛 =
𝜆𝑔

𝑟
                (5) 490 

where 𝜆𝑔 is the mean free path of the condensing gas. Based on previous modeling and measurements, 491 

we assume α = 1 for LVOCs (Kulmala and Wagner, 2001; Julin et al., 2014; Krechmer et al., 2015). A 492 

sensitivity study on the values of D, the impact of deviations from α = 1, and the choice of SMPS size 493 

distribution used to calculate CS is discussed below in Sect. 3.6.3. 494 

- τwall: Following McMurry and Grosjean (1985), we estimate the first-order rate of LVOC loss to the walls 495 

of the OFR limited by eddy diffusion as  496 
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𝑘𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙 =
1

𝜏𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙
=

𝐴

𝑉
∙

2

𝜋
∙ √𝑘𝑒𝐷              (6) 497 

which is the version of this equation that is valid when α is sufficiently large (i.e., greater than ~10-5). We 498 

used the measured OFR surface-area-to-volume ratio of A/V = 25 m-1 and a coefficient of eddy diffusion 499 

ke = 0.0036 s-1 (much faster than the coefficient D estimated above), estimated by extrapolating values 500 

given in McMurry and Grosjean (1985). The choice of ke is included in the sensitivity analysis in Sect. 501 

3.6.3. Equation (6) results in an estimated wall loss rate of 0.0025 s-1 (τwall = 400 s), similar to the lifetime 502 

of ~600 s estimated for this type of OFR in Lambe et al. (2011a). In the absence of any CS and oxidant, an 503 

upper limit of approximately 30% of LVOCs would be lost to the walls and the balance would exit the 504 

reactor and be lost to the tubing walls. When including this campaign’s average integrated dry particle 505 

surface area of 63 µm2 cm-3 (with number mode at ~50 nm) in the calculation, the percentage lost to the 506 

walls decreases by only a few percent to 26%. If using an integrated particle surface area of 500 µm2 cm-507 

3 that might be found in an urban, pollution source, or lab study, the percentage drops to 15%. 508 

- τOH: To estimate the loss of LVOCs to non-condensable products due to continued reaction with OH, 509 

τOH, we make the assumption that LVOCs will remain available to condense on aerosols, walls, or exit the 510 

reactor for up to 5 generations of OH reaction. After they have reacted 5 times with OH, they are 511 

deemed lost by fragmentation into small oxidized molecules that are too volatile to condense. Further, 512 

we assume a rate constant for reaction with OH (of the order of that for an oxygenated molecule with 513 

ten carbon atoms and no C=C double bonds) of kOH = 1 x 10-11 cm3 molec-1 s-1 (Ziemann and Atkinson, 514 

2012), so  515 

𝜏𝑂𝐻 =
5

𝑘𝑂𝐻∙[OH]
              (7) 516 

Sensitivity studies for variations in parameters kOH and the number of reactions with OH before LVOCs 517 

fragment to non-condensable products are also discussed in Sect. 3.6.3. 518 

These three lifetimes are combined to determine the total lifetime of loss of LVOCs to these three 519 

combined pathways,  520 

𝜏𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = (
1

𝜏𝑎𝑒𝑟
+

1

𝜏𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙
+

1

𝜏𝑂𝐻
)−1             (8) 521 

This total lifetime is compared to the average OFR residence time τOFR (OFR volume divided by flow rate) 522 

to determine the fraction of LVOCs that exits the OFR without reaching one of the three other fates (and 523 

thus condenses onto sampling line walls),  524 

𝐹𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑡 = 𝑒
−τ𝑂𝐹𝑅
τ𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙                (9) 525 

The fraction of LVOCs that is lost to each pathway inside the OFR is then  526 
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𝐹𝑥 = (1 − 𝐹𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑡) ∙ (
𝑘𝑥

𝑘𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
)              (10) 527 

where the rate constant kx = τx
-1 and x = wall, OH, or aerosol (aer).  528 

Figure 5c compares all of the LVOC lifetimes and fractional fates as a function of age and OHexp, with a 529 

typical OFR residence time of 140 s shown for comparison. The fractional fates are shown using high 530 

(Fig. 5a) and low (Fig. 5b) rates of condensation to aerosol, based on typical higher and lower aerosol 531 

surface areas during this particular campaign. As discussed below (Sect. 3.5), OH oxidation leads to a 532 

substantial increase in the number of small particles when gas-phase precursors are available. This in 533 

turn increases the surface area available for condensation of LVOCs, and therefore τaer depends on the 534 

amount of SOA formed from OH oxidation in the OFR in addition to the ambient particle surface area. 535 

During times of low SOA formation (<0.3 µg m-3), total dry surface area concentrations after oxidation 536 

are similar to ambient concentrations in the range of 30-100 µm2 cm-3, and τaer is estimated to be 537 

approximately 400 s or longer. However, during times with >1.5 µg m-3 SOA formation, total dry surface 538 

area concentrations increase to 100-400 µm2 cm-3 or larger and τaer becomes <100 s.  539 

For an eq. age of 0.1 day, as little as 20% of the LVOCs formed in the OFR are predicted to condense 540 

onto aerosols, with the rest being lost to the walls in or after the OFR. However, the majority of LVOCs 541 

are likely not produced until higher OHexp, concurrent with the highest SOA production. As eq. age 542 

increases into the 0.2-3 day range, condensation onto aerosols can account for as much as 75% of LVOC 543 

fate, provided there is enough SOA formation to sufficiently increase the total particle surface area. In 544 

this case, shown in Fig. 5a, the remaining 25% of LVOCs are approximately equally split between loss to 545 

the walls, exiting the OFR, and reacting with OH >5 times. However if sufficient particle surface area is 546 

not formed, as in Fig. 5b, then still only 20% of LVOCs will condense onto aerosols.  547 

For the conditions analyzed here from the BEACHON-RoMBAS campaign, these calculations suggest that 548 

when there were enough gas-phase precursors to produce >1.5 µg m-3 SOA, it is likely that the majority 549 

of this aerosol (up to ~75%) would be produced and measured in the OFR despite the perturbed time 550 

scales. When there were relatively few gas-phase precursors and little SOA was formed, it is likely that a 551 

majority of the LVOCs were not able to condense into SOA during the reactor residence time. However, 552 

if there were few precursors to begin with, the absolute amount of potential SOA mass that would not 553 

have time to condense would still be relatively small, limiting the effect of this correction on the 554 

objectives of this study.  555 
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Another important conclusion from this analysis is that for high eq. ages >10 days, a very small fraction 556 

of the LVOC formed (<10%) will condense to form new SOA. The remainder will react many times with 557 

OH before having a chance to condense, likely leading to smaller fragmentation products that are too 558 

volatile to condense into SOA. This is, of course, different from what occurs in the atmosphere, where 559 

LVOCs would typically have sufficient time for condensation to aerosols under most conditions. Since 560 

this rapid oxidation will remove any semi-volatile vapors from the gas phase, semi-volatile OA molecules 561 

will begin to evaporate to reestablish equilibrium partitioning. However, measurements of evaporation 562 

kinetics for ambient and lab-generated SOA suggest that evaporation is too slow to account for the 563 

changes measured during the short OFR residence time (Vaden et al., 2011). Furthermore, 564 

thermodenuder measurements have shown that only a small fraction (~20%) of ambient OA would be 565 

susceptible to evaporation due to removal of the gas phase molecules (Cappa and Jimenez, 2010; Ortega 566 

et al., 2015). Therefore, heterogeneous oxidation of the preexisting OA by OH likely dominates the 567 

measured OA depletion at very high eq. ages (DeCarlo et al., 2008; Ortega et al., 2015). 568 

3.3.2 Model validation: sulfuric acid (H2SO4) condensation 569 

In addition to LVOCs, H2SO4 can also be produced in the OFR from OH oxidation of SO2. H2SO4 molecules 570 

can also condense onto OFR or sampling line walls (but not be lost to further reaction with OH). These 571 

limitations of the OFR technique need to be corrected in order to relate OFR measurements to real 572 

atmospheric processes. H2SO4 formation is an analogous yet much simpler system compared to LVOC 573 

formation, so it can be used to validate the LVOC fate model. If the H2SO4 condenses onto aerosols, it 574 

will be measured as SO4 aerosol by the AMS. SO4 aerosol formation in the OFR was predicted by using 575 

estimated OHexp to calculate how much ambient SO2 would be oxidized into H2SO4. The LVOC fate model 576 

was then used to determine Faer, Fwall, and Fexit for H2SO4, while FOH was set equal to zero since gas-phase 577 

H2SO4 will not continue to react with OH to produce volatile fragments. We used D = 1 x 10-5 m2 s-1 for an 578 

H2SO4 molecule hydrated by H2O molecules in the gas phase at the relevant ambient pressure and 579 

humidity (Hanson and Eisele, 2000), and the best-fit value of α = 0.65 from Pöschl et al. (1998). An 580 

additional minor correction was applied to account for the fact that the SO2+OH reaction is relatively 581 

slow, so the effective τOFR for H2SO4 molecules in the reactor can be less than the full OFR residence time 582 

depending on OHexp. Using the model results, the fraction of H2SO4 that does not condense onto aerosol 583 

was corrected for by dividing the newly produced SO4 mass measured with the AMS by Faer.  584 
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The measured vs. predicted SO4 enhancement after OH oxidation in the OFR using the OFR185 method 585 

is shown in Fig. 6. The AMS measured 61% of the predicted SO4 enhancement. After applying the 586 

correction for H2SO4 wall and sampling line losses as described in the previous paragraph, the measured 587 

and predicted SO4 enhancements agreed well with a slope of 0.81, and R2 slightly increased from 0.80 to 588 

0.85. To illustrate the sensitivities of this model to key uncertain parameters, namely the effects of using 589 

the range of α = 0.43-1 given in Pöschl et al. (1998) and using the size distributions before or after 590 

oxidation in the OFR (as lower and upper bounds of CS) are illustrated in Fig. S10. Generally, the amount 591 

of SO4 formed after applying the H2SO4 wall and sampling line loss correction was consistent with the 592 

expected amount within the uncertainties. The amount of scatter introduced by applying the correction 593 

was larger when the amount of SO4 produced (and predicted) was close to zero, when the Faer correction 594 

factor was less than ~0.3. This suggests that the LVOC fate model becomes more uncertain when the 595 

correction factors are large and Faer is close to zero. However, this analysis demonstrates that a 596 

correction can be successfully applied for H2SO4 condensation, and that a similar correction should also 597 

be applied for LVOC condensation to accurately interpret the results of SOA formation in an OFR.  598 

In the subsequent analyses, SOA formation is presented both with and without applying a correction to 599 

account for incomplete LVOC condensation to aerosol in the reactor. The correction, hereafter referred 600 

to as the “LVOC fate correction,” is applied by dividing the amount of SOA mass formed by Faer. The 601 

correction is only applied for data with eq. age < 5 days. At higher exposures, it becomes unfeasible to 602 

apply the correction, because dividing small SOA mass formation by small fractions of condensation on 603 

aerosol results in large uncertainties. Instead, only uncorrected data is shown for eq. age > 5 days, and it 604 

is interpreted as being dominated by heterogeneous oxidation. 605 

3.4 SOA mass enhancement vs. OHexp 606 

Both the concentrations and relative fractions of ambient SOA precursor gases changed between day 607 

and night. They were dominated by MBO+isoprene (under ambient OH chemistry) during the day, and 608 

by MT+SQT (under ambient O3/NO3 chemistry) at night (Fry et al., 2013). SOA will be formed in the OFR 609 

from these changing VOC mixtures and any other gases present in the ambient air that enters the 610 

reactor, so it might be expected that different amounts of SOA production would be observed during 611 

daytime vs. nighttime. Fig. 7 shows daytime and nighttime OA enhancement as a function of eq. age and 612 

OHexp. During all times of the day, OA enhancement was largest in the range of 0.4–1.5 eq. days of 613 

photochemical aging, hereafter referred to as the age range of maximum OA enhancement. The diurnal 614 
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profile of the OA enhancement in this range (inset of Fig. 7) shows that the maximum OA enhancement 615 

follows a pattern that is more nuanced than strictly daytime vs. nighttime, with a peak of SOA 616 

production in the early morning. Net loss of OA was observed above 10 eq. days of aging, consistent 617 

with the LVOC fate model and the interpretation that heterogeneous oxidation dominates at high eq. 618 

ages. This is also consistent with previous studies of heterogeneous OH oxidation of OA in a flow tube 619 

(George et al., 2008) and with results with the OFR in the Los Angeles urban area (Ortega et al., 2015).  620 

As shown in Fig. 7, OA enhancement shows a strong difference between daytime and nighttime. 621 

However, SOA formation potential in the OFR should not be a function of time of day itself. Rather, this 622 

is thought to be a coincidental dependence based on the SOA precursor gas concentrations that change 623 

in a diurnal manner. In other words, this OH oxidation in the OFR is not meant to reproduce true 624 

ambient nighttime chemistry, rather it allows us to measure SOA formation from OH oxidation of the 625 

true mix of ambient gases as it evolves with time of day, including nighttime. In fact, the lack of ambient 626 

nighttime OH oxidation may help explain the increased SOA formation potential when nighttime air is 627 

oxidized by OH in the OFR.  628 

These measurements were made in a pine forest dominated by MT (Ortega et al., 2014). As an 629 

alternative to separating by time of day, the data are separated by ambient MT concentrations in Fig. 8. 630 

The magnitude of SOA formation increased with ambient MT concentrations, ranging from no formation 631 

up to greater than 6 g m-3 OA enhancement (up to 3 g m-3 enhancement without the LVOC fate 632 

correction). For the range of ages with maximum OA enhancement (0.4–1.5 eq. days), a correlation is 633 

observed between OA enhancement and MT concentrations (R2=0.56). Of course, MT may not be the 634 

only important precursors driving this correlation. Other gases that are correlated with MT, e.g. 635 

sesquiterpenes (R2=0.70 with MT shown in Fig. S11) or MT reaction products, may also contribute to the 636 

observed correlations. Although MT emissions are strongest during daytime due to their positive 637 

temperature dependence, their concentrations are higher at night due to the shallower nighttime 638 

boundary layer and reduced oxidation rate (Kim et al., 2010).  639 

We observed much less SOA formation during the daytime, when concentrations of MBO+isoprene 640 

peaked but MT concentrations were lower. We note that SOA formation mechanisms that involve 641 

heterogeneous uptake followed by multiphase reactions are not efficiently simulated by the OFR, as 642 

their time scales are not shortened proportionally to increased OH concentrations (Hu et al., 2016). This 643 

includes the IEPOX pathway from isoprene (Paulot et al., 2009) and the similar pathway proposed for 644 
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MBO (Zhang et al., 2012). While SOA formation from isoprene in an OFR has been demonstrated (Lambe 645 

et al., 2015), the total SOA formation potential from MBO + isoprene may be underestimated in our 646 

study. 647 

OA enhancement from the OFR185 and OFR254-70 modes of operation are compared in Fig. 7. Because 648 

these were performed with the same physical reactor, we could only perform one of them at a time (see 649 

Fig. S7). Since ambient MT concentrations changed over the course of the campaign and they correlated 650 

with the amount of SOA formed in the reactor, this effect needed to be corrected before the results of 651 

the two reactor modes could be compared. The positive OA enhancement for the OFR254-70 data was 652 

multiplied by the ratio of average MT concentrations between the OFR185 and OFR254-70 periods (a 653 

factor of 1.8). From Fig. 7, we conclude that there were no major differences in the amount of SOA 654 

formation between the OFR185 and OFR254-70 methods over the range of ages measured in this 655 

campaign. Minor differences in SOA formation between the two methods are likely a result of limits on 656 

the ability to determine the proper eq. age (especially for low ages in OFR254-70 as discussed in Sect. 657 

2.3) or due to real changes in ambient SOA precursor gases, since the measurements using each method 658 

were not simultaneous. Additional comparisons of both methods sampling the same air, carefully 659 

designed and controlled to more accurately determine low ages in OFR254-70, would be useful to 660 

further explore this issue. Since the OFR185 mode is experimentally simpler and does not require 661 

addition of O3 (with associated issues of mixing, dilution, possible contamination, etc.), and since the 662 

OFR185 mode more faithfully simulates OH chemistry due to reduced O3 concentrations (Peng et al., 663 

2015b), we recommend the OFR185 mode of operation for future OFR studies of OH oxidation in 664 

forested areas. 665 

3.5 Condensation vs. Nucleation in the OFR  666 

When gas-phase molecules are oxidized and achieve a low enough volatility, they can condense onto 667 

existing particles (or other surfaces) or nucleate/grow new particles. The difference can be important 668 

experimentally because nucleation may produce some particles too small for the size range of the AMS, 669 

and it also increases surface area more efficiently than condensation to preexisting particles. Changes in 670 

the size distributions measured by the SMPS are used here to investigate the relative importance of 671 

these processes. 672 

Particle volume size distributions of air oxidized over the full range of eq. photochemical ages in the flow 673 

reactor are shown in Fig. 9, during a period with relatively large OA enhancement in order to clearly 674 
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demonstrate the behavior. OH oxidation in the reactor resulted in substantial new particle formation 675 

and growth, as well as growth of the preexisting ambient particles. The maximum enhancement in both 676 

particle modes occurred at an eq. age of ~1 day, consistent with AMS measurements of total mass 677 

enhancement. At higher ages, the new particle mode decreased in magnitude and diameter and 678 

eventually was not present at the highest ages. This is consistent with the results of the LVOC fate 679 

model, where at high eq. ages organic gases are rapidly oxidized into smaller volatile products that do 680 

not condense. The accumulation mode was also depleted at higher eq. ages, consistent with 681 

heterogeneous oxidation leading to fragmentation and evaporation of OA. The observed nucleation at 682 

lower eq. ages likely results from some combination of H2SO4 and extremely low-volatility organic 683 

compounds (ELVOCs; Kirkby et al., 2011; Ehn et al., 2014).  684 

For the data shown in Fig. 9, a larger fraction of SOA molecules condensed onto the freshly nucleated 685 

particle mode than onto the preexisting particles. This behavior likely depends on the availability and 686 

position of the CS in the size distribution. With the small aerosol concentrations during this campaign, 687 

the CS from the new small particles sometimes competed with the CS from ambient particles. During 688 

periods when the CS entering the OFR in ambient air was larger, it reduced the condensation of SOA 689 

onto new particles, consistent with the lower importance of this mode for an OFR study in the Los 690 

Angeles area (Ortega et al., 2015). These results support the possibility of using flow reactors to study 691 

the potential for new particle formation and growth in different ambient airmasses and sources (Ezell et 692 

al., 2014; Chen et al., 2015). 693 

3.6 Sources of SOA in ambient air 694 

3.6.1 SOA mass formed vs. mass predicted from VOCs 695 

Many previous studies have measured the yields of SOA from oxidation of VOCs in chambers. Those 696 

experiments were generally performed under controlled conditions, with detailed information about the 697 

type and amount of VOCs available to form SOA at the beginning of the experiment. In this study, we 698 

also measured the yield of SOA from oxidation of organic gases, but in this case we started with a 699 

complex mixture of ambient organic gases, with some species not being directly measured or speciated. 700 

Therefore, the method used here provided a measure of the total SOA formation (or destruction) as a 701 

function of oxidant exposure from all ambient gases present, measured and unmeasured. The total SOA 702 

formation in the OFR was compared to the amount predicted from measured VOCs. SOA formation was 703 

predicted by applying low-NOx, OA-concentration-dependent, chamber derived aerosol yields to the 704 
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ambient VOC concentrations predicted to react in the OFR based on OHexp. Estimated fractions reacted 705 

were >99% of ambient MT, SQT, and isoprene, and ~45% of toluene+p-cymene in the age range of 0.4–706 

1.5 eq. days. The yields used to predict SOA formation were calculated for each individual data point as 707 

a function of the OA mass concentration measured after oxidation in the OFR, using the two- or four-708 

product basis set parameterizations listed in Table 2 (Henze and Seinfeld, 2006; Tsimpidi et al., 2010). 709 

With an average post-oxidation OA concentration of 4.1 g m-3 with the LVOC fate correction applied, this 710 

resulted in campaign-average SOA yields of 12.5, 13.2, 13.8, and 3.2% for MT, SQT, toluene, and 711 

isoprene, respectively. Previous experiments have shown SOA yields from various precursor gases 712 

oxidized in the OFR to be of the same order as yields from large environmental chambers (Kang et al., 713 

2007, 2011; Lambe et al., 2011b, 2015). These yield values reflect the amount of SOA that forms after 714 

several generations of gas-phase oxidation of precursor gases. We do not include additional “aging” of 715 

the precursors through additional oxidation steps, as such parameterizations are not well-supported 716 

experimentally.  717 

The comparison of maximum measured vs. predicted SOA formation in Fig. 10 shows that approximately 718 

4.4 times more SOA was formed than predicted from MT, SQT, toluene+p-cymene, and isoprene. If the 719 

LVOC fate correction is not applied, still 3.1 times more SOA was measured than predicted (Fig. S12). 720 

Note that while the LVOC fate correction led to a factor of ~2.5 increase in OA enhancement (seen in 721 

Figs. 7-8), it causes only a factor of 1.4 increase in the slope in Fig. 10. This is because the higher OA 722 

concentrations also lead to higher predicted SOA formation due to increased SOA yields (resulting from 723 

increased partitioning to the particle phase). 724 

MT were the dominant SOA precursors, contributing an average of 87% to predicted SOA formation, 725 

with SQT, toluene+p-cymene, and isoprene contributing 5%, 3%, and 5%, respectively. Other known 726 

VOCs that form SOA, such as benzene or xylenes, were present in such low concentrations that they 727 

would contribute even smaller percentages to predicted SOA formation, so they were not included in 728 

this analysis.  729 

The correlation between measured and predicted SOA was R2 = 0.65, indicating that SOA formation 730 

potential was controlled mainly by MT and other biogenic gases with similar concentration diurnal 731 

patterns, including SQT. Toluene also likely originated at least partially from biogenic sources at this site 732 

(Misztal et al., 2015). A diurnal plot of the measured maximum (0.4–1.5 eq. days age) and predicted SOA 733 

formation is shown in Fig. 11, along with ambient MT, SQT, toluene+p-cymene, and MBO+isoprene 734 
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concentrations (and S/IVOC concentrations, discussed in Sect. 3.6.2). SOA formation followed a similar 735 

diurnal pattern to MT, SQT, and toluene+p-cymene, including a substantial increase just after sunrise at 736 

7 AM local time. SOA formation in the OFR followed a very different diurnal pattern than ambient 737 

MBO+isoprene, supporting the conclusion that MBO+isoprene was an insignificant contributor to SOA 738 

formation in the OFR for the ambient conditions of this campaign. 739 

In order for SOA formation in the OFR to be fully explained by the ambient VOCs, the SOA yields would 740 

have needed to be approximately a factor of 4.4 larger than the values used in this analysis. This would 741 

mean, e.g., a 55% yield from MT with the OA concentrations of only 4.1 µg m-3 (34% at 2.9 µg m-3 if the 742 

LVOC fate correction is not applied), which is inconsistent with previous OFR and chamber studies that 743 

have only achieved such high SOA yields in experiments with over an order of magnitude higher OA 744 

concentrations (Kang et al., 2007, 2011; Tsimpidi et al., 2010; Lambe et al., 2011b, 2015). Accounting for 745 

S/IVOC wall losses in such experiments (Matsunaga and Ziemann, 2010; Zhang et al., 2014) or including 746 

aging parameterizations (Tsimpidi et al., 2010) might lessen this discrepancy, but is unlikely to be the 747 

entire answer. Therefore, this analysis strongly suggests that there are other gases in ambient air than 748 

the VOCs measured by the PTR-TOF-MS that make important contributions to SOA formation.  749 

3.6.2 SOA mass formed vs. predicted from S/IVOCs 750 

While the lowest-volatility organic matter (i.e., OA) is measured by the AMS and the highest-volatility 751 

range (VOCs and some IVOCs) is sampled by the PTR-TOF-MS, there is a substantial range of S/IVOCs 752 

between them. The gases that enter the OFR as S/IVOCs are the most likely source of SOA formation 753 

contributing to the factor of 4.4 discrepancy in Sect. 3.6.1. During the BEACHON-RoMBAS campaign, 754 

measurements were made using the TD-EIMS instrument to quantify the bulk (volatility-resolved) 755 

ambient S/IVOC mass (Hunter et al., 2016). Other techniques at the site identified and quantified various 756 

subsets of the S/IVOCs (Yatavelli et al., 2014; Chan et al., 2016). All of the measurements are compiled in 757 

Hunter et al. (2016) to determine the total average organic volatility distribution during the campaign, 758 

which shows that S/IVOCs were the only pool of gas-phase species that could possibly produce as much 759 

SOA mass as observed in our study. 760 

The average bulk S/IVOC mass concentrations measured with the TD-EIMS are shown as a function of 761 

log(C*) in the inset of Fig. 12. In Hunter et al. (2016), this mass was interpreted as being an approximate 762 

lower limit to S/IVOC mass, assuming the S/IVOCs measured by Yatavelli et al. (2014), Chan et al. (2016), 763 

and by the PTR-TOF-MS were subsets of the TD-EIMS measurement. The upper limit is to assume that 764 
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each instrument measured a different set of S/IVOCs with no overlap, and would be ~3.2 times larger 765 

than the mass shown in the inset of Fig. 12. With the substantial temporal overlap between OFR185 766 

operation and TD-EIMS measurements, it is feasible to perform a point-by-point analysis using the full 767 

TD-EIMS time series (shown in Fig. S7) to determine what the SOA yield of the lower limit S/IVOC mass 768 

would need to be in order to fully explain the amount of SOA formed from OH oxidation in the OFR.  769 

Ideally, the total mass of S/IVOCs at each data point that would be converted into SOA by oxidation 770 

would be determined by multiplying the mass in each volatility bin by the SOA yields of each bin. Since 771 

experimental measurements of the aerosol yields of such gases are generally not available and the 772 

ambient mixture of S/IVOCs was not fully speciated, we instead proceed under the assumption that all 773 

of the SOA formation that was not due to the previously discussed PTR-TOF-MS-measured VOCs came 774 

instead from the mass measured in the C* = 101–107 µg m-3 volatility bins, with one correction. Since 775 

SQT are typically in the C* = 105 µg m-3 range, we subtracted the SQT mass measured by the PTR-TOF-776 

MS from the bulk S/IVOC mass (a subtraction of 6% of the total TD-EIMS measurement), to avoid 777 

double-counting due to this expected measurement overlap. While MT are in the C* = 107 µg m-3 778 

volatility bin, that bin is at the upper volatility limit of the TD-EIMS measurement capability. Some gases 779 

in that bin were sampled, but MT were expected to be too volatile to be measured (Hunter et al., 2016). 780 

This was supported by the fact that the campaign-average mass in the C* = 107 µg m-3 bin was only 0.43 781 

µg m-3, which would correspond to only approximately 0.1 ppbv MT, if there were no other gases in that 782 

bin. The campaign-average in-canopy MT concentration measured by the PTR-TOF-MS was 783 

approximately 0.8 ppbv.  784 

For the lower limit S/IVOC mass case, the average SOA yield of the total S/IVOCs was determined by 785 

finding the yield value that made the slope of SOA measured vs. predicted from VOCs + S/IVOCs equal to 786 

one. As shown in Fig. 12, an average SOA yield of 58% for the bulk S/IVOC mass was required in order to 787 

bring the measured vs. predicted SOA formation into optimal agreement in this time series analysis. The 788 

correlation between measured and predicted SOA formation was R2=0.66. Attempts were made to 789 

optimize the correlation between measured and predicted SOA formation by applying arbitrary C*-790 

dependent yields, but this did not result in significantly better correlations. Since speciated S/IVOC 791 

measurements as well as yields for each volatility bin (which may have varied with diurnal changes in 792 

the composition of each bin) were not available, we concluded that further detailed interpretation of 793 

SOA production from the measured S/IVOCs would be under-constrained 794 
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As mentioned above, this average SOA yield for S/IVOCs of 58% was estimated by assuming the lower 795 

limit case where the total ambient S/IVOC mass was sampled by the TD-EIMS. The upper limit mass case 796 

in Hunter et al. (2016) assumed that the several instruments that measured S/IVOCs were measuring 797 

different subsets of total S/IVOCs, so the measurements needed to be summed in order to determine 798 

the total mass concentration. Due to limited temporal overlap between all instruments, the analysis in 799 

Hunter et al. (2016) was performed on campaign average measurements. For this reason, the average 800 

SOA yield of S/IVOCs for the upper limit case is also done using the campaign average values instead of 801 

the time series analysis that was possible for the lower limit case. The average upper and lower limit 802 

S/IVOC mass concentrations were 10 and 3.1 µg m-3. To estimate the SOA yield of S/IVOCs in the upper 803 

limit case, the TD-EIMS time series data was multiplied by 3.2, so that it reflected a campaign average of 804 

10 µg m-3. Using this upper limit mass time series, an average SOA yield for S/IVOCs of 18% was needed 805 

to bring measured vs. predicted SOA formation in the OFR into agreement. This makes the assumption 806 

that the ratio of S/IVOC mass measured by each technique was always constant.  807 

While measurements of SOA yields for speciated S/IVOCs are limited, especially for the relatively low OA 808 

concentrations in this study, previous work suggests that this range of 18-58% yield is reasonable. A 809 

yield of 51% was measured for n-heptadecane (C* = 104 µg/m3) with OA = 15.4 µg/m3 under high-NOx 810 

conditions (Presto et al., 2010). Yields can be even higher from cyclic compounds (Lim and Ziemann, 811 

2009; Tkacik et al., 2012) and under low-NOx conditions (Ng et al., 2007; Lane et al., 2008). SOA yields 812 

from several other IVOCs (naphthalene and alkylnapthalenes) under low-NOx conditions were 813 

determined to be 58-73% with OA concentrations of 10–40 µg/m3 (Chan et al., 2009). 814 

This analysis suggests that OH oxidation of organic gases in a parcel of ambient pine forest air can 815 

potentially produce approximately 3.4 times more SOA from S/IVOC gases than from VOCs. This does 816 

not provide information about the sources of the lower volatility organic gases in this parcel. They may 817 

be directly emitted, formed as oxidation products of VOCs that were emitted upwind of this parcel, or 818 

some combination of these two options. Ambient MT and S/IVOC concentrations measured by the TD-819 

EIMS exhibit a modest correlation (R2 = 0.43, shown in Fig. S13), suggesting that the S/IVOCs may at 820 

least partially come from a biogenic source related to the emission of MT. For example, O3 and NO3 may 821 

react with the C=C-containing MT and SQT emissions during nighttime, leading to a buildup of oxidation 822 

product S/IVOCs that lack C=C double bonds and would generally not react further with O3 and NO3 823 

(Atkinson, 1997). If this occurs, then OFR oxidation is merely starting with precursors that are partway 824 

through the “aging” process from VOC emission to SOA formation. Variations in the ratio of measured to 825 
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predicted SOA formation in Figs. 10 and 12 could be due partly to variations in the ratio of the 826 

concentrations of S/IVOCs to VOCs due to changes in the meteorological or chemical conditions of the 827 

atmosphere, or from periodic changes in the biogenic and/or anthropogenic sources of S/IVOCs. 828 

However, as shown in Fig. 11, the diurnal profile of S/IVOC concentrations showed a relatively smaller 829 

increase in concentrations at night compared to MT or measured SOA formation. Since emissions 830 

generally change with time of day, it would not be unreasonable to expect the speciation and SOA 831 

formation potential of ambient S/IVOCs to also change with time of day. Until the S/IVOCs in a dataset 832 

such as this can be better speciated and quantified, these conclusions remain speculative. 833 

3.6.3 Sensitivity to LVOC fate model parameters 834 

The LVOC fate correction in this analysis led to a relatively large factor of 2.5 increase in OA 835 

enhancement and factor of 1.4 increase in measured vs. predicted SOA formation. As the values of 836 

several of the model parameters are not well constrained, in this section we investigate the sensitivity of 837 

the LVOC fate correction to these parameters. Fig. 13 shows the sensitivity of the slope of measured vs. 838 

predicted SOA formation from VOCs, as well as how that affected the range of SOA yields needed from 839 

S/IVOCs in order to explain the total SOA formation in the OFR. Sensitivity was tested for kOH, the 840 

number of reactions with OH before LVOCs are lost to volatile, non-condensable products, the SMPS size 841 

distribution used to calculate CS, α, ke, and D.  842 

The least-well-defined parameters in the model were likely kOH and the number of reactions with OH, 843 

especially since the analysis of H2SO4 condensation in Sect. 3.3.2 did not use them. However, the LVOC 844 

fate correction was relatively insensitive to these parameters, specifically for values of kOH less than 3 x 845 

10-11 cm3 molec-1 s-1 or when assuming 2+ reactions with OH. If we assume LVOCs always remain 846 

available to condense and never fragment, the slope reaches a lower asymptote of 4.1. The model also 847 

showed a relatively low sensitivity to ke and D over several orders of magnitude. 848 

The slope of measured vs. predicted SOA formation was more sensitive to the choice of CS and α. The 849 

slope is mainly sensitive to CS when approaching the ambient (smaller) value. Since using the average 850 

value of CS worked well for the H2SO4 analysis (and the ambient CS gave poor results there), it is likely 851 

that the average CS is at least close enough to the proper value as not to cause systematic biases. Using 852 

values of α less than 1 led to a rapid increase in the magnitude of the LVOC fate correction. Values less 853 

than approximately α = 0.1 would require the SOA yield from S/IVOCs to approach 100% as a lower limit, 854 

which is unlikely to be the case. In other words, if the sticking coefficient was very low (e.g. α < 0.1) it 855 
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would be impossible to explain the amount of SOA formed from the carbon present in the gas-phase. 856 

This suggests that α = 1 or close to 1 is a good approximation for the conditions in the OFR at this 857 

campaign, and allows us to rule out values much lower than 1. 858 

It is noteworthy that none of the changes to these four parameters led to a substantial decrease in the 859 

slope of measured vs. predicted SOA formation. The parameters that can lead to a considerable increase 860 

in Faer are the CS and residence time of the OFR (i.e., time allowed for condensation onto particles, 861 

which is controlled by flow rate). However, these values were among the best constrained parameters, 862 

since we had direct measurements of both during the campaign. This suggests that while the LVOC fate 863 

correction was relatively large, it was unlikely to be much smaller. 864 

4 Conclusions 865 

During the BEACHON-RoMBAS campaign, ambient air was oxidized by OH in an OFR to study in situ SOA 866 

formation from the ambient mixture of SOA precursors as they exist in a forest environment. SOA 867 

formation was measured semi-continuously, and the changes in both gas and particle phases were 868 

documented as a function of photochemical age. The amount of SOA formation increased with age to a 869 

maximum at 0.41.5 days of eq. photochemical aging, coinciding with depletion of known SOA 870 

precursors measured with the PTR-TOF-MS. SOA formation in the OFR correlated with MT 871 

concentrations, both of which were typically larger during nighttime. Net SOA loss was observed at >10 872 

days eq. age, consistent with heterogeneous oxidation processes being important only for the longest 873 

lived aerosol (e.g., free tropospheric aerosol). Similar amounts of SOA formation were observed from 874 

both the OFR185 and OFR254-70 methods for the overlapping range of eq. ages (~1-30 days). 875 

Comparison at shorter ages was not possible because the OFR254-70 method, especially as it was 876 

employed during this campaign, was not suitable for measuring <1 eq. day of OH aging. Condensation 877 

onto preexisting ambient particles and nucleation and growth of small particles were both observed.  878 

A modeling analysis of the fate of LVOCs in the OFR was presented. The validity of this model was 879 

evaluated using the simpler process of SO2 gas conversion to SO4 aerosol. The fraction of LVOCs that 880 

condense onto aerosols, versus the other fates of LVOCs including condensing on the reactor walls, 881 

exiting the reactor to condense on sampling lines, or reacting with OH to produce volatile fragmentation 882 

products, depends strongly on the aerosol surface area available for condensation. Our measurements 883 

rule out sticking coefficients much lower than 1. For ambient experiments in rural areas with low CS, 884 

laboratory experiments without seed aerosol, or when sampling with a relatively short residence time, a 885 
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large correction may be required. Addition of an aerosol seed to sample air with low aerosol CS (such as 886 

this study) would reduce the uncertainties associated with the LVOC fate correction. In urban areas or in 887 

laboratory studies with large seed aerosol surface area, the correction can be much smaller (<20%). In 888 

either case, the relative time scales of key processes in the OFR need to be carefully considered in order 889 

to properly interpret the results of measured SOA formation. 890 

The amount of SOA that could be produced from OH oxidation of the major VOC species measured at 891 

this site (MT, SQT, toluene+p-cymene, and isoprene) was insufficient to explain the measured SOA 892 

formation in the reactor by a factor of 4.4. To our knowledge, this is the first time this has been 893 

demonstrated by comparing simultaneous VOC measurements with in situ SOA formation, particularly in 894 

a biogenic environment. A discrepancy this large is unlikely to be completely explained by incorrect 895 

yields for the speciated VOCs or by experimental uncertainties. The correlation between measured and 896 

predicted SOA formation suggests that the unidentified SOA precursors were of biogenic origin with a 897 

similar diurnal pattern to MT, SQT, and toluene +p-cymene. Novel TD-EIMS measurements quantified 898 

the reservoir of S/IVOCs, which are not measured efficiently by a PTR-TOF-MS and represent the only 899 

pool of gas-phase carbon at the site that could possibly explain the observed SOA. An SOA yield of 18-900 

58% for the total mass of S/IVOCs measured was required to account for all of the SOA formation from 901 

OH oxidation in the OFR. This research points to a need to improve our understanding and 902 

measurement capabilities of S/IVOCs. 903 

We have demonstrated how an OFR can be used in combination with a variety of aerosol and gas 904 

instruments to provide information about the net SOA formation potential of forest air. The OFR 905 

technique allows investigating the quantity and variability of SOA precursor gases that are present in 906 

ambient air. These results could be used to inform the treatment of S/IVOCs, such as VOC oxidation 907 

products, in SOA models. Future OFR experiments could be designed with additional specialized 908 

instrumentation to determine the molecular identities of S/IVOCs and investigate their specific SOA 909 

yields. 910 
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Glossary 923 

OFR Oxidation flow reactor 

SOA Secondary organic aerosol 

LVOC Low volatility organic compound 

OA Organic aerosol 

VOC Volatile organic compound 

S/IVOC Semi- and intermediate-volatility organic compound 

PTR-TOF-MS Proton transfer reaction time-of-flight mass spectrometer 

OH Hydroxyl radical 

O3 Ozone 

NO3 Nitrate radical 

MBO 2-methyl-3-buten-2-ol 

MT Monoterpenes 

SQT Sesquiterpenes 

OHRext External OH reactivity 

OHRint Internal OH reactivity 

OHexp OH exposure 

eq.  Equivalent 

SMPS Scanning mobility particle sizer 

AMS Aerodyne High-Resolution Time-of-Flight Aerosol Mass Spectrometer 

kOH Rate constant for reaction with OH 

kO3 Rate constant for reaction with O3 

TD-EIMS Thermal desorption electron impact mass spectrometer 

C* Effective saturation vapor concentration 

τaer Lifetime of LVOCs (or H2SO4) for condensation onto aerosols 

τwall Lifetime of LVOCs (or H2SO4) for loss to OFR walls 

τOH Lifetime of LVOCs for reaction with OH 

τtotal Total lifetime for loss of LVOCs (or H2SO4) 

CS Condensational sink 

D Gas diffusion coefficient 

r Particle radius 

N(r) Particle number size distribution 

α Sticking coefficient 

Kn Knudsen number 

λg Mean free path of gas molecules 
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A/V Surface-area-to-volume ratio of OFR 

ke Coefficient of eddy diffusion 

Fx Fraction of LVOCs (or H2SO4) lost to pathway x 

SO4 Sulfate aerosol 
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identifications are taken from previous measurements at the same research site, described in Kim et al. 1364 

(2010) and Kaser et al. (2013b). 1365 

Protonated molecular 
formula 

Likely compound(s) Exact mass (m/z) 

CH2O-H+ formaldehyde 31.02 

CH4O-H+ methanol 33.03 

C2H4O-H+ acetaldehyde 45.03 

CH2O2-H+ formic acid 47.01 

C3H6O-H+ acetone 59.05 

C2H4O2-H+ acetic acid 61.03 

C5H8-H+ MBO(~80%)+isoprene(~20%)a 69.07 

C7H8-H+ toluene(74%)+p-cymene(26%)b 93.07 

C10H14-H+ p-cymene 135.12 

C10H16-H+ MT 137.13, 81.07 

C9H14O-H+ nopinone 139.11 

C10H14O-H+ pinonaldehyde(-H2O),caronaldehyde(-H2O) 151.11 

C10H16O-H+ camphor+α-pinene oxide 153.13 

C15H24-H+ SQT 205.20 

a(Karl et al., 2012; Kaser et al., 2013a) 1366 

b(Kaser et al., 2013a)  1367 
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Table 2. Low-NOx SOA yield parameters using basis sets, used to estimate SOA yields from VOCs in the 1368 

OFR (Sect. 3.6.1). 1369 

 
SOA precursor 

C* saturation vapor concentrations (µg m-3 at 298K) 

1 10 100 1000 

MTa 0.107 0.092 0.359 0.600 
SQTa 0.075 0.150 0.750 0.900 
Toluenea 0.075 0.225 0.375 0.525 

 C* saturation vapor concentrations (µg m-3 at 295K) 
 0.6 116 

Isopreneb 0.0288 0.232 

a(Tsimpidi et al., 2010), not including the chemical “aging” parameterization 1370 
b(Henze and Seinfeld, 2006) 1371 

  1372 
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 1373 

Fig. 1. Simplified schematic of the experimental setup. Ambient air was alternately sampled either 1374 

directly or through the oxidation flow reactor (OFR).  In the OFR, the concentration of OH was increased 1375 

to simulate atmospheric aging from hours up to several weeks. 1376 

 1377 

 1378 

 1379 

 1380 

 1381 
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 1382 

  1383 

Fig. 2. Continuous cycling of OH oxidation using the OFR185 method, compared to concurrent ambient 1384 

measurements. The sawtooth pattern in the OFR results from OA mass enhancement at low–1385 

intermediate OH exposure (OHexp) and decreases at the highest photochemical ages. SO4 mass increased 1386 

monotonically with OHexp and at higher exposures, as expected from relatively slow SO2 + OH oxidation 1387 

and lack of OH destruction of SO4. 1388 

 1389 

 1390 
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 1391 

Fig. 3. The absolute changes (signal after OH oxidation in the reactor minus ambient signal)  of 1392 

molecules measured by the PTR-TOF-MS after 4 hours of eq. aging using the OFR185 method, shown as 1393 

a difference mass spectrum and in a mass defect diagram. The mass spectra are 10-min averages (5 min 1394 

from each of the two sample cycles used). The background-subtracted signals are shown in arbitrary 1395 

units, not corrected for differences in sensitivity of each compound due to the large number of 1396 

compounds and the inability to positively identify all of them. Prominent molecules are labeled by name 1397 

or elemental formula assignments. Dashed lines representing molecules with varying double bond 1398 

equivalents (DBE) or number of oxygen atoms are shown for reference. A red marker signifies that the 1399 

signal decreased due to oxidation, while a black marker indicates where signal was greater after 1400 

oxidation. The markers are sized by the square root of the absolute change in signal at each peak after 1401 

oxidation (i.e., marker area is proportional to signal). Minor signals with absolute change of <0.2 arb. 1402 

units or change of <20% of total ambient signal were removed.  1403 

 1404 
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 1405 

Fig. 4. Relative changes in prominent PTR-TOF-MS compounds as a function of photochemical age using 1406 

the OFR185 method: a) toluene+p-cymene and terpene-related signals compared to nighttime OA 1407 

enhancement using the OFR185 method (not LVOC fate corrected), and b) oxidation products formed in 1408 

the OFR. For comparison, dashed lines indicate theoretical depletion of an equal mix of of -pinene, -1409 

pinene, and 3-carene (the three major MT at this site; Kim et al., 2010; Ortega et al., 2014), a 74:26 mix 1410 

of toluene+p-cymene (Kaser et al., 2013a), and methanol.  1411 

 1412 
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 1413 

Fig. 5. Fractional fates of loss of LVOCs to OFR walls, condensation to aerosols, reaction with OH to 1414 

produce volatile products, or exiting the OFR to be lost on sampling line walls as a function of 1415 

photochemical age for a) high CS and b) low CS cases; c) LVOC lifetimes for each of these pathways. 1416 

Lifetime for condensation to aerosols is shown for all data points (colored by OA enhancement after 1417 

oxidation) using CS calculated from SMPS measurements. 1418 

 1419 

 1420 
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 1421 

Fig. 6. Measured vs. predicted SO4 formation after OH oxidation in an OFR. The data points are colored 1422 

by the fraction of H2SO4 predicted to condense on aerosols, calculated using α = 0.65 and the average of 1423 

the SMPS size distributions measured before and after oxidation. Data are shown with the LVOC fate 1424 

correction applied, along with linear fits to the corrected (red) and uncorrected (black) data. Ambient 1425 

SO2 concentrations <0.2 ppb have been excluded from this analysis.  1426 

 1427 
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  1428 

Fig. 7. Comparison of absolute OA enhancement from OH oxidation using the OFR185 and OFR254-70 1429 

methods, binned by photochemical age and separated into daytime (08:00–20:00 local time) and 1430 

nighttime (20:00–08:00 local time) to reflect the changes in ambient SOA precursors between day and 1431 

night. Data are shown with (right axis, open symbols, and dashed lines) and without (left axis, closed 1432 

symbols and solid lines) the LVOC fate correction described in Sect. 3.3. Inset: the maximum OA 1433 

enhancement (all data 0.4–1.5 days eq. age) as a function of time of day, with (dashed) and without 1434 

(solid) the LVOC fate correction. OFR254-70 measurements with positive OA enhancement were 1435 

multiplied by the ratio of ambient MT concentrations measured during OFR185 vs. OFR254-70 sampling 1436 

periods (ratio = 1.8). Negative OA enhancements were not normalized in this way since the amount of 1437 

mass lost due to heterogeneous oxidation would not necessarily correlate with ambient MT 1438 

concentrations. 1439 
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 1440 

Fig. 8. OA enhancement from OH oxidation of ambient air using the OFR185 method as a function of 1441 

photochemical age. All data points (uncorrected only) are shown, shaded by in-canopy monoterpene 1442 

(MT) concentrations. Average OA enhancements of age quantiles with equal number of data points with 1443 

(right axis, dashed lines) and without (left axis, solid lines) the LVOC fate correction are also shown, 1444 

separated into low (0 to 0.75 ppbv), medium (0.75 to 1.5 ppbv), and high (>1.5 ppbv) ambient MT 1445 

concentration ranges. The inset shows the correlation (R2=0.56) between the LVOC fate corrected 1446 

maximum OA enhancement (0.4–1.5 eq. days aging) and in-canopy MT concentrations. 1447 

 1448 
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 1449 

Fig. 9. SMPS volume size distributions after OH oxidation using the OFR185 method, labeled by 1450 

photochemical age and compared to concurrent ambient measurements. Each of the 6 OH-aged size 1451 

distributions is an average of 6 SMPS scans from the night of 2829 July, when relatively large OA 1452 

enhancement was observed and the ambient aerosol dry surface area was in the range of 80-100 µm2 1453 

cm-3. Dashed lines represent the approximate size distributions that were transmitted through the AMS 1454 

aerodynamic lens (for which a correction was applied to reported OA values as discussed in Sect. S3). 1455 

Scans with large OA enhancement were used in order to more clearly illustrate the condensation vs. 1456 

nucleation behavior in the OFR, so the AMS lens transmission correction in this figure appears larger 1457 

than average. All scans have been corrected for small particle losses to sampling lines (Sect. S1). 1458 

 1459 
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 1460 

Fig. 10. Measured vs. predicted SOA formation from OH oxidation of ambient air in an OFR using the 1461 

OFR185 method. Only the range of photochemical ages with the highest SOA formation (0.4–1.5 eq. 1462 

days) was used, and the LVOC fate correction was applied. Predicted SOA formation was calculated by 1463 

applying OA concentration-dependent yields (average of 12.5%, 13.2%, 13.8%, and 3.2% for MT, SQT, 1464 

toluene+p-cymene, and isoprene, respectively, with average OA concentration of 4.1 µg m-3) to VOCs 1465 

reacted in the OFR (Tsimpidi et al., 2010). The amount of reacted VOCs was estimated using OHexp and 1466 

ambient VOC concentrations. If a non-zero y-intercept is allowed, the regression line becomes y = 5.0x – 1467 

0.5. 1468 

 1469 
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 1470 

Fig. 11. Top: diurnal maximum measured OA enhancement (all data from 0.4–1.5 eq. days aging, LVOC 1471 

fate corrected) in the OFR from OH oxidation using the OFR185 method, and predicted OA formation 1472 

from measured VOCs (x4.4). Bottom: ambient MT, SQT (x5), toluene+p-cymene (x5), MBO+isoprene, and 1473 

S/IVOC mass concentrations vs. time of day. 1474 

 1475 
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 1476 

Fig. 12. Measured vs. predicted SOA formation from OH oxidation of ambient air in an OFR using the 1477 

OFR185 method. Only the range of photochemical ages with the highest SOA formation (0.4–1.5 eq. 1478 

days) was used, and the LVOC fate correction was applied. Predicted SOA formation is estimated using 1479 

VOCs (described in Sect. 3.6.1) with and without including an empirical 58% SOA yield from S/IVOCs 1480 

measured by the TD-EIMS (a lower limit of total S/IVOCs). Inset: average S/IVOC concentrations as a 1481 

function of the log of the saturation vapor concentration C*. This comparison includes all data for which 1482 

S/IVOCs and SOA formation in the OFR were concurrently measured (26, 28-29 July, and 9-10, 12-13 1483 

August). For some data points, PTR-TOF-MS data was not available, so the VOC contribution was 1484 

estimated using the linear fit in Fig. 10. 1485 
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 1486 

Fig. 13. Sensitivity of the slope of measured vs. predicted SOA formation from VOCs, and of the range of 1487 

SOA yields estimated for bulk S/IVOCs (same curves, different Y axes), to parameters in the LVOC fate 1488 

model. The change in slope and yields is calculated by changing only one parameter at a time while 1489 

keeping the rest at the base case values of 5 reactions with OH, kOH = 1 x 10-11 cm3 molec-1 s-1, average 1490 

CS, α = 1, ke = 0.0036 s-1, and D = 7 x 10-6 m2 s-1. 1491 

 1492 


